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OUR MISSION
The Hoshizaki Tech-Tips was created as a vehicle to
distribute technical information to the field.  Whether it is
an update on a parts change or a trouble shooting short
cut, it is important to get the information to the front line
tech.  We distribute new issues to our distributors
monthly and send copies to our HCSR’s quarterly.  We
will continue to try and keep the information fresh and
provide as much new information as possible.

If you have a subject that you would like to see
addressed in a future Tech-Tips issue, please let us
know.  You may fax it to (800) 843-1056 marked
Attn. Tech-Tips Editor.
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
KM-800/1200 COMPRESSOR CHANGE
The original compressor used in the KM-800M_B and
KM-1200M/S_B cubers was a Copeland number
CRE4-0225 PFV.  You will find this part listed in the
parts Hoshizaki manual as number 434918-01.

This particular compressor is no longer manufactured by
or available from Copeland.   We now sub part number
434981-01 over to compressor number SA0006.  This
number is a retro fit kit and contains the following
components:
1 -  4A0848-01....CR28KF-PFV compressor
1 -  3A0542-01....copper suction pipe
1 -  3A0076-01....start capacitor
1 -  439943-01....run capacitor
1 -  4A0875-01....drier & replacement instructions.

You will notice that the start / run components are the
same for both compressors with the exception of the
start capacitor.  Also, the new compressor does

not have a  process port.  To resolve this you should
include an access tee in the new suction line
connections.  Install a good quality schrader type valve
so that you will have access to the low side for
evacuation, charging, and system diagnosis.

You will find that the operating parameters for the new
compressor will be the same as with the original one.
The wiring will also be the same for either compressor.
It is always a good practice to double check your wiring
connections before you start up a new compressor.
One last point, instructions are provided to make the
job easier.  It is advisable to read them before you start
the job.   Unfortunately many technicians have to dig
them out of the trash half way through the job in order
to do that.
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
ADJUST DIPS FOR A CLEANER KM
The KM Cuber is designed to require no adjustments
at installation. The adjustable controls which include the
thermostatic bin control and control board dip switch’s
are factory set.  This factory setting provides the most
efficient operation of the unit under normal operating
conditions.

The bin control adjustment is provided so that you can
compensate for  differences in altitude in higher altitude
location. Higher altitudes cause thermostatic controls to
react slower.  The bin control should always be



checked for proper operation at start-up. (reference Bin
Control article in Tech-Tips Vol. 104)

The dip switch adjustments allow the technician some
flexibility in dealing with the different water conditions
found throughout the country.  If the unit is installed in a
bad water area, a simple adjustment of the control
board dip switches 1 & 2 will allow the unit to flush
longer and clean more during the
harvest period.  If scale frequently builds up in the
reservoir or in the float switch connector, a simple
adjustment of dip switches 5 & 6 will allow for a pump-
out and power purge every cycle.

The factory settings typically provide for a pump-out
every tenth cycle and for a minimum flush of the
reservoir every cycle.  It is important to remember that
these dip switch adjustments are optional and allow for
greater cleanability to be applied when it is needed.
For information on the dip switch adjustments and
settings see Control Board Settings in the Technician’s
Pocket Guide (Tech-Spec’s).
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
TOP TEN SERVICE QUESTIONS
Recently I sat down with the Technical Advisors
and discussed the type of questions they normally
receive over the phone. The result was a list of the
questions most frequently asked by service technicians.
Over the next few issues our TA’s will answer these
questions for you.

Question: This KM unit runs water continuously or the
water valve shuts off after 2 to 3 minutes and never
starts in harvest. Why?

Answer:  by Kirk Goss   When servicing a unit that is
giving you this symptom it is helpful to first understand
the sequence of events within the fill mode.

When the toggle switch is placed to the ICE position the
solid state board will supply voltage to the inlet water
solenoid valve and allow water into the machine.  The
unit will go through this fill mode for one minute. With-in
this one minute fill period the sump tank begins filling to
the point of over-flow down the stand pipe. The board
then checks the float switch for a closed circuit.

Remember this check of the float switch is to assure
water presence only.  It does not guarantee a full tank of
water.

With a closed circuit from the float, the solid state board
will then cycle the unit into the harvest mode. Note that
the inlet water valve solenoid will continue to allow
water into the unit for the duration of the harvest cycle
or six minutes, whichever is shorter.
Now that we know how a proper fill cycle works lets
take a look at what can cause a unit to fill continuously
or fill and shut down.

1.  Clogged filter system. (Low or no water flow)
2.  Defective water valve solenoid / dirty screen.
3.  Defective float switch. (sticking ~ dirty / scaled).
4.  Defective solid state board.

If there are any restrictions in the water supply it is
possible that the unit will not take on enough water to
close the contacts in the float switch. Check for proper
water flow first.  If the water supply is not a problem, it
is possible that you have a dirty float switch not allowing
the float to rise and close the contacts. Clean the float
switch with ice machine cleaner and check it with an
ohm meter.

Now, given that the water supply is fine and the float
switch is operational, check the solid state board. It may
not be excepting a closed signal from the float switch.
To test this you must disconnect the float connector
from the solid state board at position K5 and jumper the
male board connector.

With the connector removed, you will find a three pin
male connector.  Note which two of the pins are used
for the float switch.  Jumper those two pins with a wire,
small pocket screwdriver, a clip jumper, or a float
switch connector which you have cut off an old float
switch and tied together. You may find it easier to jump
out all three pins with a small piece of bare wire.  With
this jumper in place turn the toggle switch back to the
ICE position.  After one minute the compressor and hot
gas valve should energize and start the harvest cycle.

If the unit still shuts down with the jumper on the K5
leave the switch in ICE and check the voltage at the



compressor contactor coil.  If there is no voltage at the
coil, the board is defective. This list should contain most
of the problems that may occur in the fill cycle. If you
have any questions please give us a call at the Hoshizaki
Care Dept. at  1-800-233-1940.
__________________________________________
________________________________________________
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COMING NEXT MONTH...
1.  Protection Against Voltage Fluctuations
2.  Flaker Timer Board
3.  Service Q & A                    Volume 133 Page 2


